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NONSTANDARDCONSTRUCTIONOF
THE STOCHASTICINTEGRALAND APPLICATIONSTO
STOCHASTICDIFFERENTIALEQUATIONS.II
BY

DOUGLAS N. HOOVER1AND EDWIN PERKINS
Abstract. H. J. Keisler has recently used a nonstandard theory of Itô integration
(due to R. M. Anderson) to construct solutions of Itô integral equations by solving
an associated internal difference equation. In this paper we use the same general
approach to find solutionsy(t) of semimartingale integral equations of the form

y(t, u) = h(t, w) + ['f(s,

u, y(-, u)) dz(s),

where 2 is a given semimartingale, h is a right-continuous process and/(s, u, •) is
continuous on the space of right-continuous functions with left limits, with the
topology of uniform convergence on compacts. In addition, we generalize Keisler's
continuity theorem and give necessary and sufficient conditions for an internal
martingale to be S-continuous.

Introduction. This paper is a continuation of Hoover and Perkins [5]. Notation
and definitions presented in [5] are used without further introduction, and references
to that paper are made by simply citing the number of the theorem or lemma (due to
the consecutive numbering of the two papers, no ambiguity will arise). Finally, the
reader is referred to §0 of [5] for a brief description of the contents of this work.
8. Continuous local martingales. We assume throughout this section that all
processes are R or *R-valued, since the main results (Theorems 8.1,8.5 and 8.6) then
follow immediately for higher dimensions. We will show (Theorem 8.1) that a
continuous local martingale has a ^-local martingale lifting for any internal
filtration {<$,} (recall that, in general, Theorem 5.6 asserted only that such a lifting
exists for some internal filtration). For this reason, unless otherwise stated, the
internal filtration under consideration will be {&¡ \ t G T) (which was used in the
original definition of {%})■
Note that if A": rxñ-»
*M is an 5-continuous process (i.e., X(-, co) is S-continuous a.s.) then st( A") has continuous paths a.s. and A"is a uniform lifting of st( X)
in the sense of Keisler [6].
The following lifting theorem was first proved in a more specialized setting in
Panetta [9]. The proof given here is different.
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Theorem 8.1. If x is a continuous local martingale, p > 0 and x(0) is a(6E0) V %■
measurable, then there is an S-continuous (£¡-local martingale lifting of x, X, such that

| X \p is locally S-integrable.
Proof. Choosey > 0 and a sequence of stopping times {t/„} that reduces x and
for which sup/s(/n | x(t) |< n. Let Xn be a lifting of x(Un) such that | Xn |< n and

define an S-martingale X" by

x"(t_) = E(xn\&,).
Then by Lemma 3.3 for each / in ns(T),

°X»(t) = E(°X„ | «(<£,)) a.s.
= E{E{°Xn\%)\o(&¡))

a.s.

= E(x(°tAUn)\o(&,))

a.s.

If °i>0,
then x(°t A Un) is a(&¡ ) V %-measurable
by left-continuity, and if
°t = 0,x(°t A Un) — x(0) is a(6B0) V 9l-measurable by assumption. Therefore,

(8.1)

°Xn(t)=x(°tAU„)

a.s.

By Theorem 5.2, X" is SD and hence Proposition 4.8 implies there is a positive
infinitesimal Ant in T such that X"\ Tn X ñ is SDJ, where 7„ = {&A„i| Â:E *N0}
(since °Xn(Q) = °Xn(A„t) a.s. by (8.1), we may include zero in Tn). Since st(X") is
a.s. continuous, it follows from Proposition 2.5 that X" I Tn X fi is S-continuous. We
claim that, in fact, X" is S-continuous on T X ß. Let

il*) =|A-"(_0 - A-"([i]r")| V max{|A-"(i + Ant) - Xn(s)\ \ s_G T„, s + Ant < /}.
It is easy to check that Y is an internal

submartingale

and therefore,

by the maximal

inequality for submartingales, if tN « N (t_NG Tn), then

P

maxY(/)

>/V-'

< 7V£(y(iA,)).

ter
Since A""T r„ X ñ is a.s. S-continuous and Y is uniformly bounded by 2n, E(Y(tN))
«a 0 and therefore Y(t) «* 0 for all / in ns(7). It follows that A'" is S-continuous on

TXÜ.
The required lifting of x is now obtained by a saturation argument. If m < « and
{1^} is a nondecreasing sequence of *-stopping times such that °V¡ = U¡a.s., then

o£Ímax|A'm(0 - X"(t)f) = E\ sup L(i A £/ ) - jc(/A {/)f

=0.

By saturation there is a y in *N — N such that Xy is an 6Br-martingale and

(8.2)

ma\E\max\Xm(t)

- Xy(t)\P) ^y"1.

The S-continuity of Xy and the S-integrability of | Xy(VmA t) \p for all t G T U {co}
now follow from the corresponding

properties of Xm and (8.2). Finally, for almost
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all oo,if t G ns(r),
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then / < Vmfor large enough m in N and, therefore,
°Xy(t)

= °Xm(t_) = x(°t A Um) = jc(0/)

Thus Xy is the required lifting of x.

a.s.

D

We now turn to the problem of deciding when a given *-martingale is S-continuous. Establishing the S-continuity of a *-martingale is the key step in the construction of the solutions to the stochastic differential equations considered in Keisler [6].
Our main result states that under mild integrability conditions, a *-martingale X is
S-continuous if and only if [A", A'] is. The key ingredients are the square function
inequalities of Burkholder, Davis, and Gundy (Theorem 1.3) which give us the
following result.
Lemma 8.2. Suppose 0: *[0, oo) -» *[0, oo) is an internal, increasing, convex
function and X(t) is an &¡-martingale which satisfies the following conditions:

(8.3) // °x > 0, °$(x)~> 0, and 4>(0)= 0.
(8.4) There is a real constant k such that <b(2x) < k$(x)for all x in *[0, oo).
(8.5) There is a positive infinitesimal e such that ife < t2 — tx « 0 andtx, t2 G ns(T),
then

E(<t>{([x,x]h-[x,x)J/2))(t2-txyl~o.
Then X(t) — X(0) is an S-continuous process.

Proof. For N in N and 8 in T, let

GNg=\u\

max \X(t2) - X(tx)\ > 3nA.
IÍ2-Í1I««
txVt2<N

Then

P(Gnh)<pI

max

max

\0<k^[N/$]
[N/8] kS<s_^(k+\)S
kS<s_<(k+l)S

<([N/8]

+ 1)$(JV-')_I

\X(s) - X(k8)\> N-

max e(<!>(

k^[N/S]

\

max

VA:Ss:s«:(/t+l)S

\X(s) - X(k8)\)),
'

where [N/8] is the integer part of N/8. By the square function inequality
martingales (Theorem 1.3) there is a real constant c such that

//

for

P(GN,s) < ([N/8] + O^TV-'r'
X

max
k<s.[N/8]

cE(<t>(([X,X\k+X)S-[X,X]ksy/2)).
V

V

-II

By (8.3) and (8.5), P(GN $) « 0 for all positive infinitesimals 8 such that 8 > e.
Therefore for each N in N there is a 8N in T such that °8N > 0 and P(GN s ) < 2~N.
By the Borel-Cantelli lemma P(GNs occurs infinitely often) = 0, and since X(-, 00)
— A*(0,w) is S-continuous whenever 00 E GN s for only finitely many N, the result
follows. D
Notation 8.3. Suppose X: T X S2-♦ *Rd is an internal process and {<$,| / G T] is
an internal filtration. Let

X*(t) = X(0)+ 2Ë(AX(s)\%),
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whenever the expression on the right is well defined. Let v%' ( X) denote the internal
random measure on (T, G) defined by

v*(x)({t}) = [x,x]*:,t-[x,x]?.
If, in addition, X is <Sr-adapted and e: rxiï^
®,-martingale A*(8-®' by
X E

*[0, oo) is ^-adapted,

(í) = ¿ &X(s)I(¡l¡íX{-s)Xl^e(s)X— E(AX(s)I{llAX(s)\\^e(s)}\

define a
-hs)'

where for each jET, E(AX(s)I^AX(S)\\^e(s)} I ®s) denotes an internal version of the
conditional expectation whose norm is bounded above by e(s, oo) for all oo.If there is
no ambiguity we will write X(e) for Ar<E-%>and v(X) for v9, (X).
□
Lemma 8.4. Suppose that A is an ^¡-adapted process such that A(-,oo) is a
nondecreasing *R-valued function for each oo. Assume also that sup,ens(r)°A^l(i) = 0

a.s. and A(t) —A(0) is locally S-integrable. Then

p[

sup °|^«-(r)-^(r)|>o)

* rens(r)

=0.
'

Proof. We clearly may assume that A(0, co) = 0 for all co. Suppose that A is
uniformly bounded by a real constant. If Y(t) = A(t) — Aa' (t), then Y is an
internal martingale, and for t in ns(T) we have

E([Y, Y],) = EI 2 (AA(s)- E(AA(s)\&s))2)
\ s_<t_

'

i

= EÎZ(AA(s))2-E(AA(s)\âs)2)
s<L

'

'

<EÍ 2 (AA(s))2\ <£((maxA^(i))^(/))

* 0.

Therefore if e G (0, oo),
Wmax |y(i)|>e)

=£e~2oE(Y(t)2) = e-2oE([Y, Y],) = 0,

and we have shown that A(t) «a A& (t) for all t in ns(T) a.s.
For the general case, let {Vn} be a sequence of *-stopping times such that A(Vn) is

S-integrable and lim^^

°Vn = oo a.s. If An(t) = A(t A V„), then Af(t)

=

A®' (t A V„), and therefore by replacing A with An we may assume that A(t) is
S-integrable for all t in T. Let An(t_) = A(t) A n. The above argument implies that

(8.6)

plmax\A"(t)~

(A"f' (t)\ > «"') < n~l

for all n in N and hence for some y in *N — N. If s < t, then

(8.7)

0 < AA(s_)- AAy(s_)< AA(s)I(A(t)>y),

and therefore if t G T,

(8.8)

El max(a* (,) - (Ayf (,))) = £ (^' (/) - (^)* (_/)),
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since the first inequality in (8.7) implies A(s) —Ay(s) is increasing, whence A& (s)
— (Ay)s'(s) = (A —Ay)&'(s) is also. By the second inequality in (8.7), the righthand side of (8.8) is bounded above by

e( 2 E{AA(s_)I{A(1)>y]
| &,)) = E{A(t_)l[AW>y})~ 0
(the last since A(t) is S-integrable). Combining the above results, we get for almost

all coand all / in ns(T),

A(t)~Ay(t)

~(Ayf(t)
~A&(()

(by (8.6) with y in place of n)
(by (8.8) and the above bound)

and the result follows. D
We will need the following inequality of D. L. Burkholder: if (Z(t), &,) is an
internal martingale, G(t, co) is an (^-adapted process, Y = G ■Z and a, b > 0, then

(8.9)

P{Y*(t) >a,[Y, Y]f <b)< ba~2.

This result may be proved by applying an elementary martingale inequality to the

martingale Y(t A V), where V = min{i | [Y, Y]%ä, > b).
We are finally ready for the main result of this section.
Theorem 8.5. Let X be an &,-martingale.
(a) X is S-continuous and locally S-integrable if and only if[X, X\i/2 is S-continuous

and locally S-integrable.
(b) // X2 is locally S-integrable and sup,ens(r)0 | AX(t) |= 0 a.s., then [X, X]¡ «

[A",X]f foralltinns(T)a.s.
(c) // [A", X]&' is S-continuous and sup,ens(r) ° | AX(t) \= 0 a.s., then X is S-continuous. The converse holds if X2 is locally S-integrable.

Proof, (a) It follows from Lemma 6.3(b) and Theorem 6.4 that [X, A"]1/2 is
locally S-integrable if and only if X is. Also, Theorem 7.18 implies that if X is
S-continuous and locally S-integrable, then [X, X] is S-continuous since it is SDJ

and A[X, X](t) « 0 for all t in ns(T) a.s.
Suppose now that [X, X]]/2 is S-continuous and locally S-integrable. It remains
only to show that Xis S-continuous. Let {Wn} be the sequence of ""-stopping times
obtained in Theorem 6.4 (note that X is locally S-integrable by Lemma 6.3(b)).
Assume first that | A X(t, oo) |< M for all (t, oo) and some M in N. Let

t(í) = min{w| [A", X]„ + u>t).
By the optional sampling theorem, X'(t) = X(r(t)) is a ""-martingale with respect to
{&T(l)\t G T). Iff, <t2, then
(8.10)

[A", X% - [X', X% = [X, X]T(h) - [X, X]Till)
<t2-tx

<2(t2

+ (AX{7(t_2)-At))2

- tx) + maxAA'(i)2.
Í<Í2

+ At
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Since [X, X] is S-continuous and maxJ<;2 AX(s)4 < M4, we have

E(maxAX(s)4)
\ s<N

I

< A/"1

for all N in N, and therefore for some N0 in *N — N. If e = N0'[/2 » 0 and
tx, t2 E ns(T) satisfy e < t2 — tx «¡ 0, then

j

E{([x',x%-[x',x%)2)(t2-txy]

I

<8(í2-í,)

+ 2£(maxAAr(5)4)e-1
\ s<iV0

(by (8.10))

/

«0.
Thus the conditions of Lemma 8.2 are satisfied with &(x) = x4, and therefore A" is
S-continuous since °A~'(0) = "A^O) = [ X, X]1/2 G R a.s. Recall that for t in *[0, oo),
[/] = max{? G T\ t < /}. The S-continuity of A" and [A", A"]implies the S-continuity
of A"([[X, X]¡ + t], oo). However, by the definition of t and A" we have
X'([[X,

X], + t\, oo) = X(r([[X,

X], + /]), co) = X(t, co),

whence the S-continuity of X.
Consider now the general case. Let

Z(/)=

2 |AA-(í)|/{|A^(í)|>1}; W; = mm{t_\Z(t_)>n}

(min 0 = oo).

s<t

Since Z(t_) < [X, X]„ clearly mm„^„ °W'n = oo a.s., and hence if V„ = Wn A W'n,
then lim„^00 °Vn = oo a.s. Also

Z(VJ < Z(W'n- At) + 2X*(Wn)^ n + 2X*(Wn),
which is S-integrable. Therefore

(8.11)

°e(

2 \E{AX(s_)I^X(s)^x)\&s)\)
Xs_<V„

'I

= °El2\E(AX(s)ili<v^AX(í)l>x)\aí)\\
s~

^°E(Z(Vn))=E(°Z(V„)).
(The first equahty holds since A" is a martingale.) However, the S-continuity of
[A*,A'] implies that Z(t) = 0 for all t in ns(r) a.s. and so (8.11) equals zero. It now
follows from the definition of Xm = A"(1>Ä-)
(see Notation 8.3) that

for all t in ns^) a.s. and, in particular, [ A"(1),A"'"] is S-continuous. By the previous
case A"(I)is S-continuous. Applying the fact that (8.11) equals zero, we get

*<■>(£)«
2 A*(*)W)i«u~*(<)
(the last since [A", X] is S-continuous) for all / in ns(r) a.s. Therefore the S-continuity of X follows from the S-continuity of X°\
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(b) Suppose that X2 is locally S-integrable and supjens(r)° | AX(s) |= 0 a.s. By
Lemma 6.3(b), [A", X] is locally S-integrable. Thus the hypotheses of Lemma 8.4 are

satisfied with A = [ X, X], and therefore [ X, X], » [X, X]f ' for all t in ns(T) a.s.
(c) Suppose [X, X]a

is S-continuous and sup,ens(r) ° | AX(t_) |= 0 a.s. Note that

[A"(1),X(i)f is S-continuous because [X, Xy*' is, and A[XW, X(l)f(t)
A[X, Xf- (t). Since E(AX(s) \ &s) = 0, we have

<

(8.12)

\E{AX(s_)I{lAXii)^X]
10£)| = \E{AX(s_)IllAX(sJ>x]
| «£)|

for all ser,

P-a.s. This, together with the fact that AX(t) <*0 for all t in ns(T) a.s.,

<A[X, Xf (s)
implies that AX(l)(t) « 0 for all t in ns(T) a.s. If W„= minfj 11X°\t) |> »}, then

IA"(1)OT|< « + 2. The finitenessof [A"(1),
A^'f" and (8.9) with Y = Xm imply
that lim,,,.^ °Wn = oo a.s. Therefore (Ar(l))2 is locally S-integrable

and the S-con-

tinuity of [A"(1),A"(l)]follows from (b) and the S-continuity of [Xm, Xmf

■By (a),

A'(1)is S-continuous, and therefore by (8.12) and the S-continuity of [X, X]& , the
same is true of 1s<A^{lV{\^x(s)\«,\y Since AX(t_) ^0 for all t in ns(T) a.s. and

°X(0) = °([X, X]$ )1/2 G R a.s.; this implies the S-continuity of X.
The converse is an immediate consequence of (a) and (b). D
In practice (c) may give a more useful criterion than (a) for checking whether or
not an 6£,-martingale X is S-continuous. This is because [X, X]®' is sometimes easier
to compute than [A", A*]. Consider, for example, the case when {Zt\t G T) is a
""-independent sequence of internal, identically distributed random variables with
mean zero and variance a2(°a2 < oo), and X(t) = 20<Js;(Zs(Ai)'/2. Then [A", A'],

= í0<^,Z¡At,but[X,X}f=o2t.
Part (c) of the above result is a generalization of the "continuity theorem" for
*-martingales in Keisler [6, Theorem 3.2]. That result implies that, on a particular
type of internal probability space, X is S-continuous if AX(t, co) « 0 for all (t, oo) in
ns(T) X ß and [A", X]a is Lipschitz continuous on bounded subsets of T, with a
Lipschitz

constant

independent

of co. (Keisler

also gives an explicit

modulus

of

continuity for st( X).)
Part (b) and the converse of (c) are false in general without the hypothesis that X2
is locally S-integrable. If X is constant except for a single jump at time 0 of
size-(A/)"1/2 with probability A//(l + At) and of size (Ai)l/2 with probability

1/(1 + At), then X(t_)~ [X, X], « 0 for all t a.s. but [A",X]f, = 1 and [A-,X]f = 0.
Part (a) has been proved independently by T. L. Lindstrom [7, Theorem
14; 8,Theorem 2] under the slightly stronger assumption that °E(X2(Vn)) < oo for
some sequence of *-stopping times such that lim^^ °Vn = oo a.s. The proof given
here seems somewhat shorter.
It is not true in general that X is S-continuous if [A",A"]1/2is, so that (a) would be
false if the local S-integrability condition is dropped. Consider the following
example:

Fix y G *N — N such that yAi « 0. Let {Y¡\i= 1,... ,y} be internal ""-independent random variables such that P(Yt■= y) = y"2 and P(Y¡ = 0) = I — y~2. Since
E(Y¡) = y"1, y(;A?) = (SI<£,AYy,)- (j A y)y-' is an internal martingale. Note that
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P(Y, = 0 for i= 1.y)«

1, so that Y(jAt) = -(j

A 7)7"' and [Y,Y]jAl =

(j A y)y"2 « 0 for allyA? G ns(T) a.s. Therefore [Y, Y] is S-continuous but y is not.
The following result is an easy application of the above "continuity theorem".
Theorem

8.6. Let X be an S-continuous S-local martingale and let G(t, co) be an

^¡-adapted process. If either G G L(0; X, R, éE.)or
(8.13) for each m in N, 7{.<m}G2(-, co) is S-integrable with respect to v(X) a.s.,
then G ■X is S-continuous.

Proof. Assume first that | G(s, co) | is uniformly bounded by c G R. By Theorem
8.5(a), [A",X]]/2 is S-continuous and locally S-integrable and hence so is
[G ■X,G ■X]1/2 = (jI{s<l)G2(s) d\V>(X)y/2. Another application of Theorem 8.5
shows that G • X is S-continuous.
For the more general cases, let Gn = (G An)V (-«). If G G L(0;X, R, <£.), the
S-continuity of G • X follows from Lemma 7.13(c) and the S-continuity of each

G„ ■X. If (8.13) holds, then for each m, n in N,
(8.14)

°p(max

^ Km

\G ■X(t) - G„ ■X(t)\ > w"1)
I

< m-2 +°p(//{l<m}((?(r)

- G„(t))2dv(X)

> m"4)

(by essentially the same argument as for (8.9))

^ m-2 + p(fl^m](°G(t)

-°Gn(t_))2 dL{v(X)) > m"4)

(by (8.13)).
By dominated convergence there is a subsequence {nm} such that (8.14) is less than
2m"2 when n = nm. The Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that

lim °max \G ■X(t) - G„ ■X(t)\=

m—>oo

Km

This, together with the S-continuity

0 a.s.

of Gn ■X, establishes the S-continuity

of G ■X.

D
Note that this result does not follow from Lemma 7.13(e) since G need not be a
(0; A')-lifting of a standard process.
Remark 8.7. Note that the ci-dimensional versions of Theorems 8.1, 8.5 and 8.6
follow as immediate corollaries to those results. D
9. A lifting theorem for semimartingales. We have shown (Theorem 8.6) that if X is
an S-continuous, S-local martingale with respect to {61,} and G G L(0; X, R, &.),
then G ■X is S-continuous. This followed from a continuity theorem (Theorem 8.5)
which said that, under mild integrability conditions, X is S-continuous if and only if
[A", A"]is. It is natural to ask if these results still hold if one replaces "S-continuous"
by "SDJ" (i.e., the notion of being near-standard in C is replaced by the corresponding notion in D). In fact, an affirmative answer to this question would allow one to
obtain solutions of a semimartingale stochastic differential equation in the same way
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as Keisler used his continuity theorem to construct solutions to Itô integral equations. Unfortunately both results fail as the following example shows. (A similar
example was found independently by T. L. Lindstrom.)
Example 9.1. Let V be an internal geometric random variable on (ß, â, P) such
that if p = (1 + (Ai)1/2)"\ then P(V = k) = (1 - p)pk for k G *N0. Assume that
1 G Tand define Y(t, co)by

y(_f)= 0 for£<l,
\-\)J+xAt'/2

Ay(i +jàt) = ■(_,y
0

ifO«/<F,

ïîj=v,
ifj > V. ■

Then y is a uniformly bounded SDJ 6£,-martingale, where 6E,is the internal a-algebra
generated by {y(s)|5</}.
Note that Y(t) is zero before t = 1, oscillates between 0

and -(A01/2 for t < 1 + FA?and at 1 + VAthas a jump of ± 1. If G(\ + jAt) =
(-IK then
. x

G-Y(l+jAt)

i-/(A/)1/2

= \
'
[\-V(At)/

ifO</<

V,

iîj>V.

An easy computation shows that VAt « 0 a.s. but °(F(Aí)1/2) > 0 a.s. Therefore

Z = G ■Y is not SDJ. Note also that [Z, Z] = [Y, Y] is SDJ. D
In the previous example, it is clear that if one restricts y to a coarser time set, then
it would a.s. consist of a single jump of ± 1 that occurs infinitesimally close to one,
and the internal integral G • Y would then of course be SDJ. Our goal in this section
is to show that this is always the case. More precisely, Theorem 9.7 states that one
can always find an internal filtration {®J and a %¡-semimartingale lifting, (A; X),

of (a; x) ((a, x) G %d X td)

such that G ■(À + X) is SDJ for all G G

L(A; X,R"xd,%).
Notation 9.2. Suppose Y: T X ñ -» *Rd is an internal stochastic process.

(a)IfÔ, iG*[0,oo], let

w(Y, t,8) = sup{||y(i)

- y(i)|||*,£e

T;s_,t^t;\s-t\<8}

and

w0(Y, t) = sup{°||y(s)

- y(_0ll \s_,t_G T; s,t<t;s~

t}.

The same notation is used if Y: T X ß -> *Rd for some other internal S-dense set

7".
(b) If T = {t¡ | i G *N} is an internal subset of Tand t¡ < t_i+x,let
7-1

Var(y,r)(i,)=

2\\Y(t,+x)-Y(tJ\\.
i=\

(c) If e: T X ß -> *[0, oo) is an internal process let || e|| = sup(í u)e(i, co) and

J(X, e)(t_)= 2 bX(i)I{\\*Xis)\[>«,))-

4G
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(d) If {xn} is a sequence of random variables converging in probability to xx, we
P

r-i

write xn-*xao.

U

Note that if X is a "^-martingale
some internal filtration {$,}, then

(9.1)

and e is a *[0, oo)-valued <35r-adaptedprocess for

X(t) = #••••>(£) +J(X,e)

-J(X,e)9

(t)

for all t in T, P-a.s.

Lemma 9.3. Assume {%¡} is an internal filtration and X is a *Rd-valued %-martingale
such that [X, X] is SDJ. Ife: T X ß -> *[0, oo) is <§>
¡-adapted and satisfies °\\e\\ < oo
and sup(6ns(r) °e(t_, co) — 0 a.s., then A**8'*'• is S-continuous.

Proof. Since [X, X] is SDJ,

Ae(t)=

2 IIAA-(í)||2/{l|Ajr(l)ll<e(í))

is S-continuous.

Also Ae is locally S-integrable. Therefore, by Lemma 8.4, Af' is
S-continuous. Note that

A[A-«,A-^]ÍB(/)

= £(||AA-(_Oll2/{l|A^)l|!SE(,)}|í&í)
-\\E{AX(t_)I{UX(¡w<e(,)}\%)\\2

<AAf(t_),
and therefore [X(e), X(e)]%' is S-continuous.

Moreover by the definition of X(t) we

have

sup °||AA-(£)(_0II
< sup °2e(/,«) = 0 a.s.
iens(T)

/ens(7")

By Theorem 8.5(c) and Remark 8.7 we may conclude that X(c) is S-continuous.
D
We have shown (Theorem 7.18) that if A"is an SDJ S-local martingale then [A*,A"]
is SDJ, but that the converse is false (Example 9.1). The following theorem gives
conditions which are necessary and sufficient for an S-local martingale to be SDJ.
Theorem 9.4. Let {%¡ \ ¡f G T) be an internal filtration and let X be a *Rd-valued
S-local martingale with respect to {ÍB,}. Suppose {en(t, co)} is a sequence of ^¡-adapted
processes taking values in *[0, oo) such that lim,,,,^ °l|eMII =0 and for each n G N,

(9.2)

° inf E„(i,co) >0.
(í,w)
p

Then X is SDJ if and only if[X, X] is SDJ and w0(J( X, en)* , / ) -* 0 as n approaches
oo for all t G [0, oo).

Proof. Suppose Xis SDJ. Then [A",A'] is SDJ by Theorem 7.18. By saturation we
may extend {e„} internally to *N so that e„ is <3),-adapted for all n G *N and

HeJI « 0 for all H G *N - N By Lemma 9.3, if N G_N,then
(9.3)

F(w(X(c»\

N, \\eH\\) > 2"w) < 2~N
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for all H in *N — N, and hence (by the permanence principle), for all H > MN
(H G *N), for some MN G N. By (9.1) we have for all N in N,

w0(j(X, e„f- , N) < w0(X«»>,N) + w0(X- J(X, e„), N)
^°w(x^\N,\\en\\)+°\\en\\

a.s.,

where we have used the fact that X is SDJ in the last line. Therefore if N G N and
n>MN,

P(w0(j(X, e„f- , N) > 2-N +°||e„||) < °F(w(X^\
<2-"

N, ||ej|) > 2"")

(by (9.3)),

as required.
For the converse, we may assume that limn_00w0(J(X, e„)9',n) = 0 a.s. by
considering a subsequence, if necessary. Since [A", A"]is SDJ by assumption, Lemma

9.3 implies that (9.3) holds for N G N and H G *N —N, and hence by considering a
further subsequence we may also assume that lim,,^^ °w(X{c"\ n, \\en ||) = 0 a.s. Fix
co such that both of the above limits are zero, (9.1) holds and [X, X](oo) is SDJ. If
tx «a t2 are in ns(T) and tx < t_2,then by (9.1),

(9.4)

°|| X(t_x) - X(t2)\\ <iimsup

(°\\J(X,

en)(t_x) - J(X, e„)(t2)\\

n~* oo

+ w0(j(X,e„f,n)
= lim sup °\\J(X,

+°w(x^\n,\\e„\\))

e„)(tx) - J(X, en)(t_2)\\.

n-> oo

If AA"(i) « 0 for all t « /,, the above result and (9.2) imply that X(tx) » X(t2). In
particular, the S-continuity of [A", A"] at zero implies the same is true of X. If
°|| AA"(/)ll > 0 for some t ^ t_x(there is at most one such t since [A", A"]is SDJ) then
by (9.2) and by (9.4), °X(tx) # °X(t_2) if and only if í, < í < t_2.Since X is an
S-local martingale, it is SD by Theorem 5.2, and hence is SDJ by the above. D
Recall that (Notation 6.1) | Y\(t_, co) = 2J<L\\AY(s, co)||.
Lemma 9.5. Suppose Y is a *Rd-valued 9)-BV lifting of y for some internal filtration

{<3J,| / G T}. Then for a.a. ooand all t G [0~,oo), w0(\ Y\ ,t) = w0(Y, t).
Proof. Choose co such that | y|(-,to)
is an SDJ lifting of |_y|(-,co). Suppose
s^tE
ns(T) satisfy ä < t and °(| K| (/) - | Y\(s)) > 0. Then since \Y\(-,oo) is
SDJ, there is a u such that s < u < / and °(| Y\(t)\ Y\(s_)) = °||Ay(w)|| (see

Proposition 2.5). It follows that w0(\Y | , t) « w0(Y, t) for all / G [0, oo] a.s.
The converse inequality is obvious and the result is proved. D
Recall that our aim is to show the existence of a semimartingale lifting (A; A) of
(a; x) E %d X td such that G ■(A + X) is SDJ for all G G L(A; X,R"xd, ®.).
For this we would like a condition on X that guarantees that the conditions
described in Theorem 9.4 are satisfied by G ■X. Such a condition is obtained in the
following lemma.
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Lemma 9.6. Assume X is a *Rd-valued SDJ S-local martingale with respect to {%¡}
and {e,,} satisfies the same hypotheses as in Theorem 9.4. There is an S-dense subset of

T, T = {kA't | k G *N0}, such that for each t G [0, oo),
w0(Var( J(X, ej9',

T'),t)

^0

asn^oo.

Proof. Let {WJ be the sequence of ""-stopping times introduced in Theorem 6.4
and, for n G N, define
Y„\{) ~ Z, W^X(s_)\\I^AX(s)\\>e^s)y

Since A"is SDJ, (9.2) implies that Y„is SDJ, and therefore if Fm"= min{/1 Yn(t) > m),
then limm^0O°F^=

oo a.s. for each n. Note that

Yn(V¿ A WJ

is S-integrable

because Yn(V£A WJ < m + X*(Wm).Therefore

°£(y;s- (v: a wm))= °e(y„(v: a wj) < «>
and, in particular, since Y*' is nondecreasing (P-a.s.), Y®' is SD by Remark 2.4
and the fact that limm^00 °(T" A WJ = oo a.s. Note also that Y®' (t) « 0 for all
/ s» 0 since if t «»0, then

°^(y*-

(/ A V: A Wj) = °E(Yn(t A V: A WJ) = E(°Yn(t A V¿ A Wj) = 0.

It follows that J(X, e„)9 is also SD and jn = st(J(X, e„)9) G %d. Lemma 7.5
implies there is a decreasing sequence of S-dense subsets of T,{T¡}, such that

T¡= {kA¡tIk G *N0}and for all n < i, J( X, enf([-]J

is a <8>{,{TrB
V liftingof/,.

By saturation there is an S-dense subset of T, 7" = {kA't\k G *N0}, such that
J(X, e„)® ([]r) is a ®[;]r-ÄFlifting
ofy„ for all « G N. By Lemma 9.5, for a.a. co
and all t in [0, oo], we have

(9.5)

Wo(Var{j(X,eJ*- ,T'),t)

=Wo(\J(X,e„f-

{[-]T')\ ,t)

= ^(j(X,emf-([-]r)tt)<^(j(X,Bmf-,t).
Since the right side of (9.5) converges in probability

to zero as n approaches

oo

(Theorem 9.4), the result follows. D
We are ready to prove the main result of this section.

Theorem

9.7. Let (a, x) G %d X td0 and let h: [0, oo) X ß - Rm be ^¡-adapted

with sample paths in D. There is an internal filtration

{•$, 11 G T), a ^¡-semi-

martingale lifting of (a; x),(A; X), and a ^¡-adapted SDJ lifting ofh, H, such that if
Z = A + X, then (H, G ■Z) is SDJ for all G G L(A; X, RnXd,©.).
Proof.

By Theorem 5.6 and Remark 5.7(b) there is an internal filtration {'S)',},a

íl^'-local martingale lifting of x, X', and a <$r'-adaptedSDJ lifting of (h, a),(H', A').
Lemma 9.6 implies there is an S-dense subset of T, T = {kA't \ k G *N0}, such that

(9.6)

w0(Var(/(À",/T1)*'',

r),/)'o

as n - oo
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for all / > 0. Let <$>= t&'^r. Clearly we can replace 7" by any S-dense subset of 7"
of the form {kA"t \ k G *Ñ0} and (9.6) will still hold. Therefore we may argue just as
in the proof of Theorem 7.6 to obtain a ^-semimartingale lifting of (a; x),(A; X),

and a <S,-adaptedSDJ lifting of h, H, such that (H, A, X) is SDJ and X(t) =
X'([t]r A W) for some ""-stopping time IF that satisfies °W - oo a.s. Let Z = A + X.
Let G G L(A; X,R"xd, <$.). If Gm= G/{hcii««}, then by Lemma 7.13(c), in order
to show (H,G • Z) is SDJ, it suffices to show each (H,Gm ■Z) is SDJ. This will

follow if each Gm■Z is SDJ since (H, Z) is SDJ and \\GJ\ is bounded. To show
Gm ■Z is SDJ we only need show Gm ■X is SDJ because Gm ■A is clearly SDJ and so

is (A, X). Moreover, in proving that Gm ■X is SDJ we may assume n = d = 1 by
considering the matrix multiplication componentwise and noting that X is SDJ.
Finally, by adding m + 1 to Gm one can assume that 1 *£ Gm «£ 2m + 1 (note that if

Gm■X + (m + \)Xk SDJ then so is Gm■X).
By the above argument we may assume n = d = 1, and it suffices to show F ■X is

SDJ for F G L(A; X, R, <$.)such that 1 < F =s M for some M G N. Fix such an F.
Let F'(s) = F([s]r + A't - At). Since F is ^-adapted,

F is also ^-adapted

and

hence <$;-adapted. Note that if t + At G 7' and t < W, then

F- X(t)= 2F(s)AX(s)=

2

F'(s)(X'(s +At)-X'(s

+At-A't))

j+TArêT'

= 2 F'(s)AX'(s_)= F ■X'(t).
s<t

Therefore it suffices to show F' ■A" is SDJ because F ■X is constant on [t, t + A't)
for all t in 7'. By Lemma 7.13(a) F' ■X'(t) is an S-local martingale with respect to

{%}. We will use Theorem 9.4 to show that F ■X' is SDJ. Observe that

[F • A"',F ■A"] is SDJ because [A"',X'] is, and | A[F • A", F ■X'](t) |<
M2A[ A", A"](i). To complete the proof it suffices to show that for all / E [0, oo),

(9.7)

w0(j(F

■X',enf

,t)^0

as«-oo,

where en(t, oo) = n~lF'(t, oo) satisfies the hypotheses

of Theorem

9.4 because «_1 <

£„ < m"'M. For a.a. co if u « v E 7, t E [0, oo) and w «s t> < t, then since F'(i) =
F'([s]r) we have

|/(F

-A", e,)9'" (ç)-/(F-

2

A"', ej9'(«)|

F'(s_)E(AX'(s_)iílF.(s)AX,(SJ>n-¡nsJ] |a;)

|F(i)| |y(A", n"1)*'' (s + A'O - J( A", «-')*'' (j)|
[u]r<î<[ç]r

ser

+ °|F(m)||7(A",/7-,)*'(([m]7"

+ A'í) At))-7(l',„-')r(„)|

+ »|F(2)| |y(x', „-')*'•(») - y(a-', „-')*'• ([2]r)|
Mw0(Var(y( A", rt"')'8'" ,T'),t)

+ 2Mw0(j(X',

«-')*''

, /).
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Therefore we have for a.a. coand all / E [0, oo),

(9.8)

w0(j(F'-X',enf\t)
< Mw0(Var(y(A", »-')*''

,T'),t)

+ 2Mw0(j(X',

«"')*''

, t).

The right side of (9.8) converges to zero in probability as n approaches oo, by
Theorem 9.4 and (9.6). Therefore (9.7) follows and the proof is complete. D

10. Stochastic differential equations. In this section our aim is to construct a
solution, y(t), of the stochastic differential equation
(10.1)

y{t,oo)

= h(t,oo)

+ f'f(s,oo,

y(-,oo))dz(s,oo)

where z is a d-dimensional semimartingale, h : [0, oo) X ß — R", and/: [0, oo) X ß X
D(R") -> R"xd. To describe the exact conditions on/, we need some notation.
Notation 10.1. (a) The topology, 9", on D(R") of uniform convergence on compact
sets is the topology induced by the metric

Pr(dx,d2)=

2 (sup llí/.Cu) —¿/2(w)|| /\ l)2-".
„=1

u*Sn

The subscripts 9" and Jx will be used to distinguish between these two topologies on
7>(R") if there is any ambiguity. The notation "st" still denotes the standard part
map in the Jx topology and "Ddenotes the Borel sets of D(R" ) for the 7, topology.
(b) If F: 7 - *Rmis internal and t E 7, let F'-(s) = F(t A s). It will be convenient
to consider such functions F as elements of *D(Rm) by interpolating them as
right-continuous step functions on *[0, 00). If d E D(Rm) and t > 0, let
ä-(s)

'd(s)

i(s<t,

where d(0) = d(0).
(c) If L and M are topological spaces, let C(L, M) denote the space of continuous
functions from L to M with the compact-open topology.
D
We assume that z, h and/satisfy the following hypotheses:
(H,) h is an ^-adapted process with sample paths in D(R").
(H2) z is a ci-dimensional semimartingale such that z(0) = 0.
(H3)/is 9 X 6D-measurable (recall that 9 is the a-algebra of predictable sets) and

forall(/,

co, d) E [0, 00) X ß X D(R"), f(t, 00,d) = f(t, 00,d'~).

(H4) There is a process/

E L(z, R) (see Notation 7.2) such that

sup \\f(t,u,d)\\<f{t,u)

forall (*,«).

</Efl(R")

(H5) For each (i, co), f(t, oo,-)is S-continuous on T>(R").
Conditions (H3) and (H4) are needed to ensure that the right side of (10.1) makes
sense for all / > 0, as the following lemma shows.

Lemma 10.2. // y: [0, 00) X ß -> R" is ^¡-adapted and has sample paths in D, then
f(s,oo,y) G L(z,R"xd).
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Proof.

Since \\f(s, oo, y)\\ *^f(s, co) and /E

L(z, R), it clearly suffices to show

that f(s, oo,y) is predictable. Define <j>:[0, oo) X ß - 7>(R") by <f>(t,co) = y''(u).
For s fixed, tt>(-, -)(s) is predictable since it is ^-adapted and is left-continuous in /.
Therefore <pis 9/^-measurable,
since 6Dis generated by the finite-dimensional sets.
It follows that /(•, -, y) is predictable because /(/, co, y) =/(/, co, (¡>(t,oo)) and / is

<3>
X ^-measurable (by H3). □
The main result of this section is the following:
Theorem 10.3. // conditions (H,)-(H5) are satisfied on an adapted Loeb space
(ß, ?F, P, ®f¡),then there is an ^¡-adapted process, y, with sample paths in D(R") such

that (10.1) holdsfor all t > 0 a.s.
Proof. Choose (a, x) E %d X £^ such that z = a + x and / E LXoc(x,R) n
Ls(a,R). By Theorem 9.7 there is an internal filtration {<$,}, a 6Jyadapted SDJ
lifting of h, H, and a ^-semimartingale
lifting of (a; x), (A; X), such that if

Z = A + X, then (H, G ■Z) is SDJ for all G G L(A; X,R"xd, <$>.).By Theorem
7.11,/has

an (A; A")-lifting, F, which we may assume is nonnegative for all (t_,co).

Let

B= [G: TX ß-

*R"Xí/|[Jis'Sradaptedand||(;(/,co)||

The next step is to find an appropriate lifting of/

< F(t, w) for all (t, «)}.
For this we need the following

lifting lemma:
Lemma 10.4. There is an internal G X 6BX *^-measurable
X*D(Rn) - *R"xdsuch that:

mapping F: 7 X ß

(10.2) For all (t, oo) E 7*X Ö, supde,D(Rn)\\F(t, u, d)\\ < F(t, co).
(10.3) For all t E T,F(t, -, ■)is %X ^-measurable.

(\0A)IfG EB, then
°F{l,oo,H'-+(G-Z)L)

=/(°/,co,st(/7+G-

Z))

L(ju(^l; X))-a.s.

We defer the proof of this lemma and complete the proof of Theorem 10.3.
Let F be as in Lemma 10.4 and inductively define a ^-adapted
process Y by

setting F(0) = 7/(0) and
Ay(i) = AH(t) + F(t, co, Y'-)AZ(t).
Thus we have

(10.5)

Y(t) = H(t) + F-Z(t),

where F(s, oo) = F(s, co, Ys-). By (10.2) and (10.3) we have F E B C
L(A; X,R"xd,%.) (the latter inclusion follows easily from the fact that F G

L(A; X,R, %.)). It follows from (10.4) that
°F(s_,oo) = °f(s_,oo,Hs-+ (F- Zf)

=f(°s_,oo,st(Y))

L(¡i(A; X))-a.s.

Therefore if y = st(Y) (note that Y is SDJ by (10.5) and the choice of H and Z),
then F is an (A; A")-lifting of f(s, oo,y). Taking standard parts in (10.5) and using
the definition of the stochastic integral (Definition 7.14), one obtains (10.1). D
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It remains to prove Lemma 10.4. Suppose for the moment that, instead of (10.1),
we were constructing solutions of

(10.6)

y(t) = h(t) + f'f(s, co,y(s-)) dz(s),

where/(i, co, •) is a continuous function from R" to RnXd, satisfying the obvious
analogues of (H3) and (H4). (Such equations were first solved by P. Protter [10,11]
and C. Doléans-Dade [2] when f(s, oo, ■) is Lipschitz continuous.) Then an appropriate lifting, F, of/may be found by using Theorem 7.11 to obtain a lifting F:

rxíi-

*C(R",R"xd)oîf(t,oo)(x)

= f(t, co,x)(/:[0,

oo) X ß^

C(R",R"xd)) and

setting F(t, oo,x) = F(t, oo)(x). A slight modification of the previous proof would
then allow one to construct solutions of (10.6). This argument breaks down when
considering (10.1) since then / would take values in the nonseparable space
C(D(R"),R"xd), where D has the 5 topology, and hence Theorem 7.11 does not

apply. An additional problem arises in establishing (10.4) since "st" refers to the
standard part map in the Jx topology while /(?, co, •) is only assumed to be
fi-continuous. Both these difficulties are overcome by noting that we are only
concerned with the behaviour of/(/, co, •) on a particular subset, K(oo), of D. In fact,
this subset of interest will be a countable union of compact sets on which the two
topologies coincide.
Notation

10.5. Let j(t, co) = || Ah(t, oo)\\ + /(/, co)|| Az(/, co)||, and

for (t, oo) G

[0, oo] X ß define

7»(/,co) = {dED\d
(here dx'=d).

= dr,\\Ad(s)\\

^ j(s, co) for alls < t)

D

Lemma 10.6. For all (t, oo), D(t, oo) is closed in the Jx topology, and the Jx and 5"
topologies coincide on D(t, oo).

Proof.

(10.7)

For each n E N, {t =£n \j(t, oo) > «"'} is finite. Therefore

*7-(^ w) « o for all 5 in ns(*[0, oo)) - [0, oo) and all co.

Fix (t, oo) G [0, oo) X ß. If dx, d2 G *D(t, co) satisfy dx ^j,d2 and dx &Td2, then
there are tx~t2 in *[0, t] such that tx ^ t2, °Adx(t,) ¥= 0, and °Ad2(t2)¥=0.
Therefore °*j(t¡, oo) > 0 for i =1,2,
which contradicts (10.7). Hence dx^7d2
whenever dx !!*>jld2,and it follows easily that the Jx and t topologies coincide on
D(t, oo).
Suppose d E *D(t, co) is nearstandard in the Jx topology. To see that D(t, oo) is
closed, we must show that st(d) E D(t, oo). By (10.7), °Ad(s) = 0 for all s « t such

that s < t and therefore d - d'~ implies that st(d) = st(d)'~. If s E [0, t) then for
some s' * s we have

||Ast(¿)(í)||

= °\\Ad(s')\\ < °*j(s',oo)

^j(s,oo)

(the last by (10.7)). Therefore st(d) G D(t, co) and the proof is complete.

D
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Lemma 10.7. There is a 9 X ^-measurable
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mapping g: [0, oo) X ß X D(R") -> R"xd

such that for all(t, oo),
(10.8) g(t, co,d) = g(t, co,dr)foralld,
(10.9) g(t, oo, ■) is J continuous on D(R"),
(10.10) g(t, co,d) = /(i, co,d)for all d G D(t, co).
The proof requires the following auxiliary lemma.

Lemma 10.8. Assume f: [0, oo) X ß X 7»(R") - R satisfies (H3)-(H5). There is a
<?X ^-measurable mapping g: [0, oo) X ß X D(R") - R satisfying (10.8) and (10.9),
such that for all(t, oo),
(10.U) \ g(t, oo,d)\*zf(t,oo)/3 for all d,

(I0.l2)\g(t,oo,d)

-f(t,oo,d)\^lf(t,oo)foralldinD(t,oo).

Proof. Define
A+(t,oo)

= {dED(t,oo)\f(t,oo,d}

>/(/,co)/3}

and

A-(t,oo)={dED(t,oo)\f(t,oo,d)<-f(t,oo)/3).
Then by Lemma 10.6, for each (/, co), the T-closure of A~ ,A±, is also /,-closed.
Moreover, A + and A~ are clearly disjoint.
Let Pj denote a metric for the Jx-topology on 7>(R") and define

g(t, oo,d) = {Pji{dr, A'(t, oo)) A Pj¡(A-(t, oo), A+(t, co)))
XP/| (A~(t, oo), A+ (t, co))"' §/(i,

co) - /(/,

co)/3,

where p7l(B, C) — ^{pj^b, c)\b E B,c E C},inf 0 = oo and oo/oo = 1. (Note
that pj(A~, A + )> 0 since A' and A+ are disjoint 7,-closed sets.) Clearly g satisfies

(10.8),(10.9),(10.11)and (10.12).
It remains only to show that g is ty X ^-measurable. To this end we construct a
sequence of "^-adapted

processes {a, | ¡' e N} that is a dense subset of 7>(oo, co) for

each co. Let {7j} be a sequence of stopping times such that

{T,\Tl<«o}

= {t\(h,z)(t)*(h,z)(r)}

and T¡ ¥" T ií T¡ < oo and /' #y, for all co. Let S be a countable dense subset of the
unit ball in R". For each m E N and r — (rx,...,rj
E Sm define an f^-adapted
process a(m, r) by setting

a(m,r)(0)

= 0,

Aa(m, r )(T¡ ) = r¡j(Ti)

if 7¡ < oo, / = 1,..., m,

and then interpolating a(m, /•)(•) as a right-continuous step function. Let {x¡(t) \ i
E N} be a countable dense subset of C([0, oo), R") and let {a¡(-, co) | / E N} be an
enumeration of the countable collection {*,(■) + a(m, r)(-, co) | /', m E N, r E Sm}.
Clearly each a¡ is 5j-adapted and a¡(-, oo) E D(co, oo) for all co. Moreover it is easy to
see that {a¡(-, oo) \ i E N} is r-dense in 7)(oo, co) for all co. Therefore {a'¡ \ i E N} is
T-dense in D(t, oo) and {a] \f(t, co, a\ ) < - /(/, co)/3} is r-dense in A~(t, co) for all
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(t, oo), since A is a r-open subset of D(t, oo). In particular we have

(10.13) Pj¡(dr, A-(t, co)) = mf{Pj¡(dr, a,(-,oo)r) \f{t, oo,a]) < - f(t, co)/3J.
The mapping </>,-:
[0, oo) X ß -> (7>(R"), t) defined by 4>¡(t,oo) = a,■(-,co)'"is adapted,
left continuous, and hence ^/^-measurable.
It follows easily that
^l(t,oo,d)

is ÍP X ^-measurable

and hence

= pj[dr,a,(-,oo)'

)

so is py (d' , A'(t, oo)) by (10.13). Similarly,

Pj ( A ', A + ) is iP-measurable and therefore g is 9 X ^-measurable.
D
Proof of Lemma 10.7. By constructing g componentwise we may assume /:
[0, oo] X ß X D(R") -» R. The proof of Lemma 10.7 is now identical to the usual
proof of the Tietze extension theorem which may be found on p. 150 of Dugundji
[3]. The only difference is that Lemma 10.8 is used in place of the lemma at the top

of p. 150in [3]. D
We require one more technical lemma before we can prove Lemma 10.4.
Lemma 10.9. (a) Suppose (M, p) is a separable metric space, K is an internal subset
of ns(*M), and C = st(K). Then there is an internally measurable mapping 4>:*M -*

*M (i.e., if% is the Borel subsets of M, then <t>~](B)E *% for all B E *<$>)
such that
<t>(K)C *Cand<t>(y)^yforally E K.
(b) There is a sequence of internal mappings {NJ
m E N, G E Bandeo E Nm(G):

from B to â such that for all

(10.14)P(Nm(G))>\ -2"',
(10.15)// + G- Z is SDJ,
(10.16) st(// + G ■Z) E £>(oo, co).
Proof,

(a) By Stroyan and Luxemburg [12, Theorem 8.3.11], C is compact. For

each n G N choose xx,.. .,xm

in C such that C C U£L", B(x¡, «"') (here B(x, e) =

{y E M | p(y, x) < e}). Define <t>„:
*M - *M by
,

ifyEB(xi,n~x)—

U /?(*,,
j<i

«"') for some /<

mn,

<t>„(y) =

iîyZ

U B(x„n]).
:1

Clearly <j>nis internally measurable. Moreover if y E K, then p(°y, x¡) < «"' for
some i < mn and therefore <¡>„(y)E *C and p(y, <t>„(y))< «"'. By saturation we may
obtain y E *N — N and an internally measurable mapping <j>y:*M -* *M such that
(¡>y(K) C *C and p(y, <¡>y(y))< y"1 for all y E K. Hence §y is the required function,

(b) Let {A„, | m E N} be a sequence of sets in (5 such that P( AJ > 1 - 2""'~2
and

A„, C (co|(//, F-Z) is SDJ, st(H, F ■Z) = (h,f-z),
||A(/-z)(«)||

=f(u)\\Az(u)\\

forallw^O}

(we abuse the notation slightly and write F Z for (FIdxJ • Z, and /■ z for
(fldxd)-z,
where Idxd is the dXd
identity matrix). The existence of such a
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sequence follows from the choice of H and Z, and the well-known fact that
A(f ■z)(u) —f(u)Az(u) for all u > 0 a.s. (this is an easy consequence of our

definition of/ • z). If m, n E *N and G E B, let
A(m,n,G)

= A„ n \co | max-j ||G • Z(tx) - G- Z(t_2)\\

X ( max F(w)||AZ(w)|| +2"")

tx<t2<

n,t2

I

- tx < m"'}

< 1

n (max HG- Z(t)\\ <m\,
1 Kn

'

and
k(n,G)

= min{m\P(A(m,n,G))

> 1 - 2"""1}

(min 0 = oo).

Note that k(n, G) E N if n E N because G ■Z is SDJ for G G B and P( A„) » 1 2~"~2. Let kn = supcefl Âr(«, G). If n G N, then kn E N and

(10.17)

77(^(Ä:„,n,G))>

1 -2-""'

for all G G 5.

By the permanence principle (10.17) holds for all n < y for some y E *N — N. Let

Nm(G) = ny=m A(kp j, G). It is easy to check that (10.14) and (10.15) are satisfied.
To show (10.16) note that if m E N, G E B, ooE Nm(G) and t E ns(7), then

°\\AH(t) + A(G ■Z)(t_)\\< °\\AH(t_)\\+°||A(FZ)(/)II
=£||AÄ(0i)ll + IIA(/-z)(0i)||
= j(°t,oo)

(since co E Aj.

Therefore st(H + G ■Z) E D(oo, oo)because H + G ■Z is SDJ. D
Proof of Lemma 10.4. Let Km = {(// + G • Zf \ G G B, t G 7, coG Nm(G)} and
Cm = st(KJ C D(oo,oo), where {A^} is as in the previous lemma. Then Cm is
7,-compact because Km is an internal set of nearstandard points in the Jx topology.
Let g be as in Lemma 10.7 and define gm: [0, oo) X ß -> C(Cm, RnXd) (give Cm the Jx
topology)

by gm(t, oo)(d) = g(t, oo, d). Then gm is predictable,

C(Cm,R"xd)

is sep-

arable metric and therefore by Theorem 7.11(a), gm has a weak (A; A")-lifting, Gm.
Let cf>mbe as in Lemma

10.9(a) with Km in place of K and define

Fm: TX ß

X*D(R") - ""R^by
Fm(t,oo,d)

= \G^>»^d»
[0

lUGKotherwise.

Then Fm is G X 6EX *öD-measurable and for each t in 7, Fm(t, ■,■) is 6ir X*^)measurable.

The definition of the standard

part map on ns(*C(Cm,R"xd))

Stroyan and Luxemburg [12, Theorem 8.4.41]) implies that
(10.18)

°Gm(i,oo)(d)

= gm(°t,oo)(st(d))

for all din *Cm

(see
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L(n(A; A"))-a.s. Therefore if G G B and (/, co) G ns(7) X Nm(G) satisfies (10.18),
then
°Fm{t, oo,(H + G ■Z)L) = °Gm(t_,«)(*„((#

+ G • Z)1))

= gm(%0)(*t{(H+G-Z)1))

= g(°i,co,st(//
= f(°t,oo,st(H+

+ G-Z)°r)

(by (10.8))

G- Z)1')

(because (10.16) implies st(H + G ■Z)c

= f(°t,oo,st(H

G D(°t, oo))

+ G- Z)).

Therefore

(10.19)
sup L(n(A;

X))(°Fm(t,oo,(H+

G- Z)1) ¥=f(% co,st(/7 + G- Z))) < 2~m

ces

and for ail «EN,

(10.20) sup »(A; X)(\\F„(t,o:,(H

+ G ■Z)1) - Fm(t, oo,(H + G ■Z)L)\\ > 2"")

ces

'
^2~m + 2 for ail m^n.

By saturation we may choose y in *N - N such that Fy is G X 6BX ""^-measurable,

Fy(/, -, •) is % X*6D-measurable for all /, and (10.20) holds with y in place of n.
Therefore, if G E B, then for L(¡i(A; A"))-a.a. (t, oo) we have

°Fy(t,oo,(H+

G- Z)L) = lim °Fm{{,oo,(H + G ■Z)L) by (10.20)
m~* oo

= f(°t,oo,st(H + G- Z))

(by 10.19).

Let F(t_,w,d) = Fy(t,oo,d)(F(t_,oo)A\\Fy(t_,oo,d)\\)\\Fy({,oo,d)\\-x
(let 0/0 = 0).
Then F satisfies (10.2) and (10.3), and also satisfies (10.4) since Fy does. D
Remark 10.10. That one can find solutions to (10.1) without having to enlarge the
given adapted Loeb space is an indication of the richness of such a space. It is
natural to ask if the setting of an adapted Loeb space seriously restricts one in
studying processes of class D on an arbitrary (ß,®j, P,%) satisfying the "usual

hypotheses".
If one is only interested in the distributions of processes then nothing is lost. In
fact much more is true, as we now show.
Let (A", §, Q,(§,)tSe0) De a complete probability space equipped with a filtration
satisfying the "usual hypotheses" and let j>(f) be an M-valued (M is a Polish space),
öradapted stochastic process with sample paths in D. Define (ß, 6E,P) =

(*X, *<-:>,
*Q) and tf, = *§, for t in 7= *[0, oo). Then (fí, &, P, (£,) satisfies the
conditions of §3 and we may define an adapted Loeb space, (ß, 5, P,%), in the
usual way. Since D with the Jx topology is a Polish space, there is an increasing
sequence of compact subsets of D,{Kn), such that limn^xQ(y(-,oo)
E Kn) — 1.
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Therefore lim^«, °*Q(*y(-,oo) E *K„) = 1 and hence P(*y(-,oo) E ns(*D)) = I.
By Theorem 2.6, *y is SDJ and hence jc = st(*_y) is an "3;-adapted process with
sample paths in D. Most interesting properties of y will be inherited by x. For
instance, it is easy to check that if y is a local martingale reduced by {Un}
(respectively, a semimartingale), then x is a local martingale reduced by {°*Un}
(respectively, a semimartingale).
To be more specific, we now show that (x, ^.) and (y, §.) are synonymous
in the following sense (introduced in Aldous [1]): if «,: M -» R are bounded and
continuous, and u„ t, > 0 (i—l,...,k),
then (E(hi(x(ti))\($J)¡
= x k and
(E(h¡(y(t¡)) | §u )),= , k have the same distribution. (Note that this implies that x
and y have the same law on D(M).) Let {/,, w, | / = l,...,k]
C [0, oo), [v¡\i =
l,...,k)
C R and hx,...,hk be bounded, continuous, real-valued functions on M.

Then

/^J2to^(Ay(^))|SBy)|dß
= nlim
lim°/"exp/'£= 1 '»y^KM'/ + »"'))IV»"') U*Ô
-» oo m -> oo ^
= n->oo
lim mlim
/exp2 ;'= I ^K(°^
— cc J

+ ""')) I0K/+m-')) ^

= /«p|2^(*y(*(0))l^)}¿PIt follows that (x, f.) and ( j>, S.) are synomymous. In fact it is not hard to see that
(x, ?F.) and (y, §.) have the same "adapted distribution" in the sense of Hoover and
Keisler [4]. This means that if f(x, ^.) is any random variable defined using random
variables x(t), t E [0, oo), conditional expectations with respect to a-fields {% \ s E
[0, oo)}, and bounded continuous functions, and f(y,§.)
is the corresponding
random variable defined from random variables y(t) and a-fields {SJ, then
E(f(y, §•)) = E(f(x,$.)).
For example, if sx, s2, s3, i„ t2, t3 E [0, oo), and <f>x,
<j>3:
R -» R, cj>2,<t>4:
R2 -> R are bounded and continuous, then

^[+i(^(*a(^(*»(Ä,)IS„),,E(*.(Äa.
Ä,)| S,J) | S^))]
= 4«(^(«2(^(*l(*fI)lí1).^(*lK.*í))lí1))lí)))].
This notion of adapted distribution is stronger than that of distribution because it
takes into account the interactions of the process with the filtration, and it is also
stronger than the intermediate notion of synonymity because it takes into account
more of them. Many important properties, such as the Markov property and the
martingale property, are shared by processes which have the same adapted distribution (in fact, for such concrete properties, synonymity is enough; see Aldous [1] for
further examples). Further properties of adapted distribution are explored in the
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paper of Hoover and Keisler. In particular it is shown there that non-path-dependent semimartingale stochastic integral equations (i.e., those of form (10.6)) can be
transferred onto any adapted Loeb space, which carries an adapted Brownian

motion, in a way which preserves the adapted distribution of both the coefficients
(f,h,z)
and the solution (if one exists on the given standard space). Something
similar is true in the case with path dependent coefficients, but the result is more
complicated to state because of the nonseparability of C(D, R"xd).
As we said in the introduction, although it is of theoretical interest to define the
precise strength of the Loeb space method, we think that physical processes may be
modelled directly by stochastic processes on a Loeb space. D
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